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Courses 5 
Part 1

‘Perspective’

A GOLDEN RULE:
DO NOT GIVE UP

Keep drawing from your heart and from your soul.
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 After we have learned to see, feel and know the materials, including pencil and 
pen and ink, we need to learn the basic skills of perspective. 

 Let me warn you first of all that this course is not the easiest one. 
Do not be afraid to make mistakes.
I can assure you that most artists still have problems with perspective. 
If you want to draw exactly what you see, you need to learn the basics of perspective, 
but it is not a must. 
There are lots of artists who do not use perspective and still make beautiful drawings. 
Think of what you are going to draw of what you see and feel, with or without 
perspective and do not think that you cannot do it. 

 If you learn to see, feel and overcome your fears, this will be a piece of cake. 
Perspective is the way you technically see everything around you. 

 Example: take a pencil in your hand, hold it vertically and straight in front of 
you, against the background. 
You will see that your pencil looks taller than your neighbors’ house! 
Strange? 
No, this is the law of perspective. Perspective is a powerful tool for creating a realistic 
drawing. 
In realistic drawings, perspective is a must and the further you go into perspective and 
use perspective, the more difficult it becomes. 
There are many rules and ways to see perspective, but it is a challenge to learn and see 
the basics.

Introduction
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 Before we start with the exercises, I have written down a few rules
These are simple rules and constitute the guidelines that you need. 
They are not a must, but the fact stays that this is the way you see things.

 - Forget for a moment what the details are. First put the correct shape in your  
    mind and then on paper.
 - Put these correct shapes on paper and remodel them, until you have the right  
   measurements.
 - If you do not get the measurements right, start again on a new piece of paper  
    and forget the first setup.
 - Keep in touch with your object, feel it and see all its shapes and lines.
 - Every line has its vanishing point and will disappear in the same horizon.
 - Never give up and keep practicing, the more you draw, the better you will  
   become.

 Things you may need.

- Pencils from 2B (soft), to HB 
   and H (hard).
- Color pencils
- Charcoal, if you want to use this medium
- Straight edge
- Scissors and cardboard

Session 1

Rules

Session 2

Materials
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 Learn to set up your first technical drawing. 
You need to follow these steps, until the last drawing that you make.

1.  Create a ‘picture plan’, take an object that you want to draw.

 Take a simple one in the beginning!

2.   Put a ‘point’ on your paper, so you know from which direction the sun
 light is coming. In drawings outside your house, you will see that the light   
 changes this value continuously, every second. 
 Your point indicates the side from which the light comes.

Session 3

Setup

TIP
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3.   Put some more points on your paper; these will be references for you,  
 so you can focus on your object more easily.

4.   Do not work on one drawing too long. It is better to leave the drawing  
 until the next day.
 You can see your object better with fresh eyes than with tired eyes. 
 When you are tired, you can no longer see the shapes.

5.   It may be a good idea to show your drawing to others, like your friends  
 or your partner. They may not be experts, but they can give you valuable 
 information about how they see that object. Seeing things can help you find the  
 wrong lines in your drawing.

6.   Do not be satisfied with your drawing
  too soon. There will always be a way to 
 improve it. 
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 There are different ways to show perspective in a drawing. I will show you the 
differences and how to use these within your art. You will find out in the following 
easy exercises and this will be the beginning of working and learning to see 
perspective in everything you have around you. 

 By putting an object in front of another object, you show other people which 
object is closer. Here you can see the differences between a flat drawing and a 
perspective drawing with overlapping objects.

 Put three small objects in front of you on the table. 
Place them in such a way that the objects overlap each other. 
Take a good look at them and draw them on your paper.

 Perspective created in this way, is how to create compositions and put objects 
in an order. You need not worry about the perspective of these objects, as there will be 
an exercise on this later. Even if you draw some flat objects and you put them in front 
of each other or you mix them up, you will see a kind of perspective.

Session 4

Ways of showing perspective

Putting objects behind or in front

Exercise 1
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 To show perspective, you need to put objects behind each other. But how can 
you create perspective if objects are far away from each other? I showed you in a small 
exercise before with the pencil, how objects in the front look bigger than those further 
away. 

 First of all, we have to know how to take measurements, for example in nature 
or at home. It is impossible to take your ruler (straight edge) around your house and 
take all the measurements. It does not work and you cannot make a drawing in this 
way.

 First of all, we need to learn to take measurements, or as we call it 
‘proportions’. 

Do the following:
 - Take a pencil in your hand and close one eye.
 - Hold your arm straight in front of you with your pencil vertically.
 - Take two objects (you see here a box and a row of books).
 - Use your pencil to take the measurement of the box in front.
 - Slide your thumb along your pencil, if necessary.
 - Go to the books; you will see that they are twice the size of the box.

The size in which an object reflects perspective on paper

Exercise 2
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 Now you know that you the proportion between the box and books in your 
drawing needs to be 1 to 2. 

 The proportion that you now know you can put on paper.

 Look around in your room. 
Take the proportions of as many objects as possible. 

For example:
 - My glass on the table is twice the size of the chair in the back of my room.
 - My chair is one and a half times smaller than the lamp in front of me.

 Make as many examples as you can.

Exercise 3
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 You will see in this drawing that we are able to create more perspective by 
adding shadows to an object. The flat drawing is called a ‘line drawing’ and the shadow 
drawing we have here is a ‘three-dimensional drawing’. It seems as if you can take 
it from your paper. To make a three-dimensional drawing, you need to work with the 
light. Light is the key to seeing objects. Colors come from light, depth and feelings. 
Everything is light and you can do a lot of things with it.
What we do now, is putting light and dark shadows in our object, to make it realistic. 

We have to find out something first. 

 -  Where is the light coming from, reflection from other objects on that surface 
     et cetera? 
 -  With this light, we can give the same object different shapes (see drawing).

 - Find the lightest point.
 - Where is the darkest point?
 - Where are the shadows going to, where and how far away from that shape?
 - Look carefully at your object and remember that the light changes every   
   second!
 - Find out if the surface of your object is smooth or rough. This also makes a  
   difference.
 - See, feel and be that object.

 Choose a piece of fruit or some other object. 
Take a lamp and put it on one side of your object.
Look at the shapes and find out what the lightest and darkest areas are. 
Look at the object over and over and transfer it to your drawing paper. 
It doesn’t need to be a masterpiece, but it is very important that you get the shadows in 
the right place.

Flat and round shapes

Exercise 4
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 If you have finished this, do the same with some other objects. Or go outside 
and draw some trees, flowers or other things. But remember: the shadows are 
important now. 
 

 You can make a drawing in many and different ways. You can put everything 
on paper, or you can take a detail from something and make it the ‘eye-catcher’! 
What I mean is the following; If you sit in your room and look straight ahead, you see 
thousands of details. If you make a drawing and put all these details on paper, you do 
not know what to look at and it looks like one big picture. Nobody knows what you 
want to say or show in that ‘total drawing’. But from that same image in your room, 
you could also take one or a few details from everything you see, and draw these 
on your paper. Add some blurred lines around the one or few details that you have 
selected. This is the way to create your ‘eye-catcher’ and everybody knows what you 
want to say or what they need to look at. Before you know what you have done, you 
have put perspective in your drawing.

     

 - Take an object in your room and draw it by itself, with all its details (no other  
    objects around it).
 - Take the same object and draw it completely with all details, but now with  
    some other objects around it. 
    These objects need to be drawn with blurred lines.
 - Draw this object with the other objects again, but now with everything in full  
   detail.

    Do you see any differences?

Exercise 5

Total drawing and detailed drawing

Exercise 6
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 Around the earth, we have an atmosphere. This atmosphere does many things 
and one of them is to fade colors. The further you see your object, the less sharp it 
seems. The colors are not so bright anymore.

 This depends on the weather and the atmosphere. The colors fade away, 
because the air value is changing at a large distance (moisture). That is also a way to 
create depth in a drawing. With indoor drawings, this technique is not possible and you 
need to use different techniques.

 Take a picture (photograph) from a magazine or look out of your window and 
sketch what you see. Fill the areas with different colors and remember that the colors 
in front need to be bright and those in the background need to fade away.

Working with colors and gradations

Exercise 7
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